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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

Heritage tourism is a vital part of the global economy. To attract more
international tourists, many heritage sites provide multilingual
interpretation. Previous research suggests that cultural adaptations in
translations are essential to international visitors having a positive
experience. This article challenges this view based on two theoretical
premises: visitors are active participants in engaging with heritage
interpretation, and their experience, mediated through verbal
interpretation, interacts with other semiotics in the heritage site. This
project used the Chinese and English audio guides to Edinburgh Castle as
a case study. The methods adopted in this study include textual analysis,
post-visit interviews, and the use of a custom smartphone application to
track the participants’ locations and use of the guide. The ﬁndings
suggest that users of audio guides in diﬀerent languages used diﬀerent
learning strategies to process unknown and familiar information, and
foreign visitors, in particular, drew from diﬀerent semiotic resources to
construct their visiting experience. This research suggests that the key to
engaging with international visitors is a well-prepared source text, which
interacts with a range of multisensory semiotic resources, and facilitates
visitor engagement with the physical setting.
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Translating heritage interpretation
Since Freeman Tilden, the pioneer in modern interpretation, published his inﬂuential work Interpreting Our Heritage (1957), heritage professionals and scholars’ attitudes towards interpretation
have shifted from what he observed as fear of and objection to ‘this newer device of education’
(ibid: 25) to embracing ‘an explosion in creative ideas in the world of interpretation’ (Slack,
2021, p. 17). One of the mostly widely cited deﬁnitions of interpretation is from Ham (2013). He
combined the deﬁnitions of Tilden (1957) and the National Association of Interpretation (1997),
proposing the following:
Interpretation is a mission-based approach to communication aimed at provoking in audiences the discovery
of personal meaning and the forging of personal connections with things, places, people and concepts (Ham,
2013, p. 8).

Ham (2013) further proposed a TORE model as the criterion for evaluating successful interpretation: theme (T), organisation (O), relevance (R), and enjoyment (E). Of these four, relevance to
visitors is probably the most pertinent to the topic that this article addresses: foreign visitors’
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experiences mediated through translated interpretation. It is often assumed that interpretation relevant to domestic visitors may not be as relevant to foreign visitors because of diﬀerent cultural and
linguistic backgrounds. To explore this problem, this article will ﬁrst review the existing studies on
foreign language provision in heritage interpretation before moving on to discuss the issue of relevance by drawing on Falk and Dierking’s contextual model of learning (2018).
Within translation studies, some scholars have touched on the issue of translations at heritage sites
and museums by comparing the linguistic content of the source and the target texts (e.g. Liao, 2018;
Neather, 2012). However, without audience research, these text-based analyses can at most hypothesise that international visitors may potentially have diﬀerent experiences from domestic visitors, due
to their cultural backgrounds and the often-unavoidable linguistic changes made in the process of
translating. Furthermore, these studies tend to analyse written texts such as object labels and wall
panels, whereas less research is available on interpretation in spoken modes such as audio guides.
Audio guides as an interpretive tool have attracted more attention from heritage and tourism
studies, but the focus is usually on the cost, quality of provision or technological advancement
(e.g. Hornecker & Bartie, 2006; Mason & Kuo, 2008); or evaluation of the eﬀectiveness of the
audio guide in facilitating ‘learning transfer’ (Van Winkle & Backman, 2011). To the best of our
knowledge, little attempt has been made to link visitors’ experiences mediated through audio guides
to the interpretive texts they use, or indeed to compare audio guides in diﬀerent languages.
A few studies that investigate foreign language provision seem to simply take for granted the
assumed negative consequence of not making appropriate cultural adaptations to meet the needs
of visitors from a diﬀerent cultural background. Quétel-Brunner and Griﬃn (2014) conducted
an insightful study into the management of foreign language provision. They pointed out that
the eﬀort and expense of producing translations are often the main obstacles to heritage managers,
but they were still disappointed to see ‘little or no adjustment of content or tone for diﬀerent cultural/language markets’ (p. 106). Cranmer’ study (2016) suggests that cultural adaptations are
needed because international visitors can have diﬀerent expectations and norms of behaviour,
and their knowledge of the heritage sites may be less than that of domestic visitors.
The assumption of the necessity of cultural adaptations of interpretive material tends to be made
based on evidence gathered through the following methods: First, views from experts in museum,
heritage, translation, or linguistic studies, or from small groups of visitors, may be collected in focus
groups or workshops (e.g. Cranmer, 2016). Second, the translated texts may be compared with
other museum or heritage interpretation originally written in the target language. If the translated
texts display a pattern diﬀerent from the comparable texts, that means they do not conform to the
norms of the target language (e.g. Hogg et al., 2014). Third, there are studies from visitor surveys,
such as their recalling of content in the interpretation; these may or may not be compared with the
responses from domestic visitors (e.g. Saipradist & Staiﬀ, 2008).
On the other hand, the ﬁndings from some experimental studies suggest translations that do not
make modiﬁcations to the source text are not necessarily evaluated negatively by visitors. An interesting project carried out by Tempel and ten Thije (2012) tested whether cultural adjustment is crucial to the appreciation of multilingual audio in an art gallery in Amsterdam. They ﬁrst interviewed
the German and English visitors to ascertain their cultural needs as compared to local visitors. They
also consulted contrastive linguistic studies for diﬀerences in linguistic conventions. They then
invited English- and German-speaking visitors to listen to one of the three versions, and compared
their evaluations. The ﬁndings were that no signiﬁcant diﬀerences among the three versions were
observed. Certainly, what the researchers considered as necessary changes culturally or linguistically may be debatable, but the same questions can be faced by all heritage managers and translators.
While it is assumed that cultural adaptations can be beneﬁcial, it is diﬃcult to specify to the translators what, how, or how much to adapt from the source text.
We argue that existing studies on international visitors’ needs and the proposal for cultural adaptations have two problems. First, the assumption that visitors have a diﬀerent cultural background
and that the responsibility for making the interpretation relevant to them falls on heritage
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management ignores the active role visitors can play in minimising the gap by being ‘mindful visitors’ (Moscardo, 1996), that is, visitors who actively form strategies to solve challenges and enjoy the
process. Similarly, the text-based analyses that examine how the translated texts deviate from the
linguistic and cultural norms in the target culture emphasise the expectations of the visitors, but
Falk and Dierking (2018) argue that novelty-seeking is also an important element of learning in
heritage sites. Visitors to museums enjoy seeing something new, unknown, or even unexpected.
Second, text-based analyses or discussions solely based on texts fail to capture the multimodal
nature of heritage site interpretation. While verbal interpretation is vital, it does not function
alone and cannot construct meaning without interaction with other semiotic modes. Therefore,
when international visitors are asked their views on a piece of verbal interpretation in a focus
group, their responses can diﬀer from when they read or listen to the same piece of verbal interpretation on site, where they have access to visual stimuli and can move around the site.
This study proposes to explore how international visitors and domestic visitors interact with
audio guides and sites and how these may have an impact on their overall visiting experience.
The aim of this study is to compare visitor experiences as mediated through audio guides in the
source language and in translation. By visitor experience, we refer to how visitors construct their
own meaning of the heritage site through interacting with the audio guides as well as the range
of semiotics available to them in the heritage space. Speciﬁcally, their experience is examined
through the contextual model of learning (Falk & Dierking, 2018), which is reviewed in the next
section.

Interpretation, visitors, and heritage sites
The theoretical premises of this research are twofold: ﬁrst, visitors are active participants in engaging with heritage interpretation, and second, their experience as mediated through verbal
interpretation interacts with other multisensory semiotics in the heritage site.
In Ham’s (2013) discussion of relevance, he points out that information that is relevant to visitors should be ‘meaningful,’ with meaningful information being understood as embedded ‘in the
context of something else we already know’ (p. 31). Falk and Dierking’s contextual model of learning (2018) elaborates on this concept of contexts. In their model, learning is to be understood, in a
broad sense, to capture all experiential meaning and includes three overlapping contexts: the personal, the sociocultural, and the physical.
Previous studies that emphasise the need to make heritage interpretation relevant for foreign
visitors consider the diﬀerences in the personal context (individual diﬀerences) or the sociocultural
context (cultural or national diﬀerences). However, emphasis on personal or cultural diﬀerences
and the recommendation of tailored interpretation represents an impossible task for heritage management. At the personal level, Ham (2013, p. 152) maintains that each visitor brings a diﬀerent
schema to the physical setting to construct the subjective meanings they ascribe to the interpretation. At the cultural level, an instruction to produce culturally tailored adaptations is too vague
for translators to carry out, and too expensive and time-consuming to implement. Indeed, in discussing prior knowledge and interest, Falk and Dierking ask the question: ‘how do you design a
learning experience for a mass market, which simultaneously accommodates the unique prior
experiences and interests of all users?’ (p. 184). Their answer is that it is an impossible task.
However, the physical context does provide an insightful perspective into solving the problem of
foreign language provision, by moving away from emphasising personal and cultural diﬀerences
and focusing on the physical setting, which is shared by visitors of all language and cultural
backgrounds.
Motivations, for example, as one of the most important factors attracting visitors to a heritage
site, can be divided into ‘individual interest’ and ‘situated interest’ (Falk & Dierking, 2018, p.
20). The former is when visitors come to the heritage site with an interest in the subject area exhibited in the site. However, for many visitors who travel to the site for leisure, ‘situated interest’ can be
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evoked by being immersed in a heritage site, although it is usually a short-term enthusiasm and may
disappear once the visitor leaves the site. They point out that ‘contrary to conventional wisdom,
settings rather than the individual characteristics of people dictate behaviour’ (2018, p. 52). Likewise, Ham (2013, p. 11) holds the view that the environment in which visitors ﬁnd themselves largely determines how they act. This view suggests that the physical setting (including the
interpretation provided in this setting) can play an important role in engaging with the visitors,
regardless of their prior interest or knowledge.
In terms of how visitors actually engage with the heritage interpretation, in the discussion of the
cognitive paradigm, Stewart and Kirby (1998, p. 34) point out that it is not possible for visitors to
process all the information in a heritage site, but visitors have the ability to develop techniques to
solve complex situations. When visitors actively select and process information to learn from their
visits, they become what Moscardo (1996) refers to as ‘mindful visitors,’ and such visitors are
usually more satisﬁed with their visiting experience.
Since studies on foreign language provision frequently refer to adaptation, it is interesting to see
how Falk and Dierking (2018, p. 22) discuss adaptation as a learning strategy. For them, there are
two processes of adaptation: assimilation and accommodation. Assimilation is when we try to make
sense of the external world based on our current available ways of understanding things, and the
result is usually to reinforce knowledge that we already know. This is similar to what we see in
some studies that emphasise the expectation of the visitors, or the conventions or norms in the target
language cultures. On the other hand, accommodation happens when visitors revise their usual way
of thinking in order to respond to a new external environment which is not familiar to them, so they
demonstrate the ability of ‘changing and reﬁning structures to achieve a better adaptive ﬁt with the
experience’ (2018:, p. 22).
More speciﬁcally, Falk and Dierking (2018) contend that when visitors enter a heritage site, they
are in a constant process of constructing and modifying their mental map of the surroundings, since
spatial orientation is a natural human instinct. Two psychological processes are instrumental in this
process of mental mapping: curiosity (novelty) and expectation (p. 122). Ideally, a heritage site
should provide visitors with a mixture of both. If visitors are confronted by too much novelty,
they will feel confused and frustrated. On the other hand, if the site simply says what the visitors
already know, they quickly become bored. Among the two, Falk and Dierking (2018, p. 122)
argue that ‘novelty-seeking behaviour’ is crucial to successful learning in a free-choice learning
environment like heritage sites.
These views of mindful visitors with either individual or situated interest, possessing curiosity
and actively seeking novelty, provide us with a diﬀerent angle when thinking about the needs of
international visitors, other than the emphasis on their limited prior knowledge of or unfamiliarity
with the culture of a heritage site.
The second premise of this study is that a heritage site is a multimodal space. Multimodality can
be understood as ‘diverse modes of expression and their combination’ (Batman, 2014, p. 6). Speciﬁcally, semiotic modes are ‘some organised bundle of properties held in common by some material
that, when used following agreed conventions, provides some community of users with a distinctive
way of making meanings with that material’ (Batman, 2014, p. 18). Example of modes in a heritage
site include written signs, pictures, music, visual objects, and buildings. Each mode has its material
aﬀordances and contributes to meaning-construction diﬀerently. For example, a historical building
can be more eﬀective than a story printed on a panel to communicate a feeling of historicity to visitors. Based on this premise, we argue that an approach that examines whether the linguistic content
of written texts or audio guides alone provide enough information to the visitors, without taking
consideration of how they interact with the user and the physical context, is ﬂawed, because the
verbal interpretation does not function in isolation. For example, a historical reference in the
audio guide may not be familiar to a foreign visitor, but while listening to it, he or she can also
be looking at visual modes, listening to audio modes, and watching other visitors’ reactions, all
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of which contribute to the process whereby the visitor creates meaning from unfamiliar verbal
information.

Methods
The analysis is based on English and Chinese audio guides at Edinburgh Castle, the most visited
tourist attraction in Scotland, managed by Historic Environment Scotland (HES). A survey carried
out by HES (2018) found that the majority of visitors are highly satisﬁed with the audio guide, with
71% of those surveyed rating it between eight and ten (on a scale of one to ten); however, this survey
did not compare the experiences of visitors using audio guides in diﬀerent language versions. Figure
1 is an orientation map of the Castle from the leaﬂet freely available to all visitors. According to the
HES survey (2018), the average visiting time is 110 minutes.
This case study adopted a combination of three approaches: linguistic analysis of English and
Chinese audio guides, post-visit interviews, and a mobile application to track visitors’ movements
and listening patterns. The three sets of data were then triangulated to provide a comprehensive
picture of the inﬂuence of the audio guide on visitor behaviour and post-visit impressions.
First, a linguistic analysis of the scripts provided by HES was carried out. The English audio
guide contains 163 tracks with a total play time of 3 hours and 51 minutes. The Chinese audio
guide contains 99 tracks with a total play time of 2 hours and 40 minutes. The English audio
guide has more tracks, as audio guides for the Museum of War are only available in English.

Figure 1. Edinburgh Castle orientation map. Source: This map is taken from the website of Edinburgh Castle (https://www.
edinburghcastle.scot/media/1344/orientation-map.pdf).
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This diﬀerence in the provision of interpretive content was considered when the ﬁndings were analysed by providing statistical information that both included and excluded these tracks exclusively
in English and by discussing the potential impact on Chinese visitors’ experiences of not having
access to interpretation at this museum. English and Chinese texts were rigorously analysed side
by side, and any systemic linguistic changes in translation were identiﬁed. The ﬁndings of the linguistic analysis formed the basis for designing the semi-structured interview in the next step.
From June to September 2019, on-site visitor research was carried out. Because Edinburgh Castle
was concerned about any disruption of their business operations, we were not permitted to
approach visitors on site or advertise this project more widely. Therefore, all participants were
recruited through the social media of the researchers’ institute. Forty participants were recruited
for this project: twenty native Chinese speakers from the People’s Republic of China (PRC) and
twenty native English speakers, ten from England, six from Scotland, two from the USA, one
from Northern Ireland, and one from Singapore.
For each visit, a researcher met the participant at the Castle entrance. The participant was briefed
on the research aims and ethical practice and was required to complete a consent form, following
the procedure approved by the ethics board at the researchers’ institution. The researcher then provided the audio guide to the participant and explained how to operate it. A code was entered on the
mobile for each participant (CHN01 to CHN20 for the Chinese speakers, and ENG01 to ENG20 for
the English speakers). The participants spent as much time as they wanted in the Castle.
The interviews were conducted immediately after the visit, at the Castle exit. Eleven questions
were formulated for the semi-structured interviews. The English interviews were transcribed into
16,902 words, and the Chinese interviews were transcribed into 25,145 characters. The data were
processed following a process of qualitative analysis (Bryman, 2008): we familiarised ourselves
with the data, made notes, and grouped key ideas into categories of themes. Finally, we compared
the themes between the two groups of visitors, and related the patterns of similarity or diﬀerence to
the research question and the theoretical framework.
In order to better capture each visitor’s journey, we also developed a custom mobile application
replicating the standard audio guide, with the audio guide ﬁles provided by HES. This mobile application logged timestamped information regarding the user’s spatial location along with details of
which audio track was being played, paused, rewound, or fast forwarded. Positional information
was recorded in the log ﬁle based on GNSS updates (the phone’s position sensor sent an update,
typically once per second). The audio guide was pre-installed on a standard Android mobile
phone and loaned to participants. The log ﬁles provide details, such as the duration each track
was played for, and the locations where these events took place around the Castle. From these trajectories, we can also determine the distance walked and time spent at each exhibit as well as the
overall time within the Castle. For the purpose of this research, the data collected from the mobile
tracking were only extracted to conﬁrm or clarify any results emerging from the visitors’ interviews.
A thorough analysis of the mobile data is beyond the scope of this paper.
Text analysis
A close examination of the English text and Chinese translation demonstrates that the translation
can be regarded as a literal translation, that is, no signiﬁcant changes to the content of the source
text were observed. In terms of the language quality, a high level of accuracy and proﬁciency in the
Chinese language was observed. Nevertheless, given the inherent diﬀerences in linguistic structures,
all translations inevitably contain a certain degree of shifts from the source text. Our textual analysis
identiﬁes two main patterns of translation shifts, which can be broadly categorised as Scottish
experience and interpersonal dimension.
Edinburgh Castle is an icon of Scotland, so it is to be expected that the audio guide makes frequent references to Scotland. The translation analysis found that the Scottish theme is more salient
in English than in the Chinese translation. The key words Scotland, Scottish, and Scots appear 295
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times in the English script, and only 188 times in the Chinese equivalent of these words. Even
excluding the twenty instances of references in the audio guide inside the Museum of War,
which is not available in other languages, the English audio guide still make much more frequent
references to the Scottish theme than the Chinese audio guide. It may be diﬃcult to judge the signiﬁcance of the diﬀerences in the quantity of these key words. However, a closer examination of the
text shows that very often these words are used to emphasise the uniqueness of Scottish dialects, so a
distinction is made from the Standard English expression. Some examples of the Scottish
expressions omitted include: ‘it’s a peephole, or laird’s lug as we call them in Scotland’ and ‘King
James VI’s ‘hamecoming,’ his return to Scotland.’ In the construction of visitors’ experiences
through audio guides, Bauer-Krősbacher (2013) points out that, ‘speciﬁc dialects can add an
extra element of uniqueness to the experience’ (p. 66). Therefore, the omission in translation
may have a potential impact on how much English- and Chinese-speaking visitors appreciate the
Scottish experience in their tour.
The other pattern of shifts identiﬁed is that the English audio guide is more interpersonal, using
more second person pronouns (you) and ﬁrst person plural pronouns (we), whereas the Chinese
scripts often deleted these personal pronouns or changed them to a third person references
(such as visitors). However, these changes may be seen as an example of linguistic modiﬁcation,
as Chinese texts are in general less interpersonal and more formal (Zhu et al., 2001, p. 38), and
in Chinese tourism texts honoriﬁc forms of pronouns are often used more than standard forms
(Hogg et al., 2014, p. 161).

Visitors’ experiences
The interviews were designed to identify the eﬀect of translation shifts in the audio guide on visitor
experiences, but the semi-structured interviews also allowed themes unrelated to translation shifts
to emerge. Data collected from mobile tracking and timing were also brought into the discussion in
this section to further support or clarify ﬁndings from the interviews.
The data from mobile tracking provided some basic statistics regarding the visitors’ behaviour.
The average amount of time spent in the Castle by each group was similar, with Chinese speakers
spending 98.6 minutes on average (ranging from 38 to 131 minutes) and English speakers spending
97.9 minutes on average (ranging from 51 to 141 minutes). Among 163 English audio tracks, the
English speakers played an average of 20.2 tracks per person. From the 99 Chinese audio tracks,
22.8 tracks per person were played. There were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences between the visiting patterns of the two groups. Compared with the data of the HES survey (2018, p. 19) that less than half
of visitors listen to ten or more tracks, the majority of visitors in our case study may be considered
‘mindful’ visitors (Moscardo, 1996), who spent much more time listening to the audio guide than
the average visitor.
Below, we group the analysis of interview data under three categories: evaluation, understanding
of, and interaction with the audio guide.

Evaluation of the audio guide
Evaluation:
Q5. The audio guide helped me understand the Castle better (Rating 1-5).
Q6. The audio guide enhanced my visiting experience (Rating 1-5).
Q10. Do you have any suggestions about the audio guide?
Q11. Would you recommend to other tourists that they hire an audio guide?

We begin with the evaluation. For Q5, both groups of visitors had an average rating of 4.3 (ranging between 3 and 5). For Q6, the average rating of English speakers was 4.1 (ranging between 2
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and 5), and of the Chinese speakers 4.2 (ranging between 3 and 5). The English-speaking visitor
who gave a rating of 2 for Q6 said that ‘I quite like just to read what’s there, like wandering around
myself’ (ENG05). Overall, the ratings seem to conform to the ﬁndings in the HES survey (2018),
with both groups highly satisﬁed with the quality of the audio guide.
For Q11, only half of the English-speaking visitors said they would do this. Many commented
that visitors could get as much information from reading the texts and should not spend extra
for the audio guide. By comparison, all the Chinese speakers recommended the hiring of an
audio guide. One Chinese visitor said: ‘If you know nothing about its historical and geographical
background, and your English is not good, the audio guide helps you to walk around and listen
at the same time’ (CHN09).
In terms of any suggestions (Q10), a majority of visitors in both groups commented on the
confusing layout and numbering system of the audio guide. As can be seen from Figure 1, the
Castle is an open space with no ﬁxed circulation path, and the numbers are not ordered in
sequence. One Chinese visitor (CHN12) said that after listening to track 1, it took her 20 minutes
to ﬁnd track 2, and only much later on had she realised that the pathway was not ordered
sequentially.
The overall evaluation shows some similarity among the two groups (high satisfaction with
the audio guide, but issues with spatial orientation), but also obvious diﬀerences related to their
language ability. The English visitors had access to other written interpretation, whereas the
Chinese visitors were dependent on the audio guide as the only source of verbal interpretation.
The themes that emerged from Q5, Q6, and Q11 are the inﬂuence of multimodal semiotics
(written and oral interpretation), and the theme that emerged from Q10 is the inﬂuence of
physical context, that is, the dependence of the organisation of the audio guide on the physical
layout of the site.

Understanding of the audio guide
Knowledge of the Castle
Q1. How would you introduce the Castle to other people?
Q2. Why do you think the Castle attracts so many visitors?

For the next set of questions, we explore what may be called as the ‘intellectual outcome’
(Slack, 2021, p. 95) of the visitors’ experiences, that is, the knowledge about the Castle they
took away with them. The main diﬀerences in Q1 and Q2 is that the Scottish theme is more
frequently brought up by English-speakers. One English-speaking participant gave a very
straightforward answer: ‘This is a Scottish castle’ (ENG17). Most English-speaking interviewees
referred to Scottish history, royalty, wars, and military defence. These responses corroborate
Ham’s idea of how visitors actively make personal connections with the places and ideas in
interpretation to enhance their experiences (2013, p. 2). By comparison, only half of the Chinese-speaking interviewees clearly referred to Scotland. Other responses included references
to history in general, or referring to the UK, Britain, or Edinburgh. Some seemed uncertain
and mentioned Scotland in conjunction with other geographic references, such as ‘Edinburgh
Castle is the core of the entire history of Scotland or Britain’ (CHN03). This type of uncertainty
did not appear in the English-speaking interviewee responses; rather, the independent status of
Scotland in the history is often highlighted, such as ‘a lot of military history as well, in terms like
the English taking over and going back to Scottish’ (ENG08) or ‘an overview of the history of
Scotland, both pre-union and post-union’ (ENG09). The themes that emerged from Q1 and Q2
are relevance and personal context, that is, how visitors attempt to understand the interpretation by resorting to their prior knowledge and how the diﬀerent personal contexts of the
two groups of visitors are reﬂected.
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Interaction with the audio guide
Q3.
Q4.
Q7.
Q8.
Q9.

Do you ﬁnd the audio guide easy to understand?
How do you ﬁnd the amount of information?
How do you ﬁnd the narrators’ voices?
Do you tend to listen while walking, or stop at a point to listen?
What is your favourite part in the Castle?

The ﬁnal sets of questions encouraged visitors to describe their experiences of using the audio
guide and their feelings regarding the site.
Questions 3 and 4 encouraged the visitors to describe their feelings about the content of the
audio guide. Their answers reveal interesting patterns of learning strategies used by the two groups,
and their interaction with the physical setting. At a glance, the answers to Q3 were similar for English- and Chinese-speaking participants, with 13 and 11, respectively, indicating that they found the
audio guide easy to follow. However, a more in-depth analysis revealed that the two groups used
diﬀerent coping strategies to process these diﬃcult terms. For the English speakers, the recurrent
theme in their responses is ‘jigsaw.’ As one participant said, ‘each audio guide is like a piece of
the puzzle … I think while you listen to it over a long period of time, it comes together. It’s sort
of like the goal, really, to ﬁnd the big picture’ (ENG06). Similar answers mentioned the word
‘reminder’ to indicate that the more they listened, the more information they thought they did
not know or had forgotten came back. The English-speaking visitors demonstrated the adaptation
strategy of assimilation discussed in Falk and Dierking (2018, p. 22), that is, they processed the
information in the Castle with their present ways of thinking and reinforced their existing
knowledge.
On the other hand, the recurrent theme in the Chinese-speaking visitors’ responses was ‘generalisation’. They provided answers such as, ‘I wasn’t sure who was who at the beginning, but it got
better later on. Basically, Queen Mary was the core person, then all the others were all related to her
– her father, or her grandfather’ (CHN03); ‘I was confused at the beginning, but if you follow the
logic of, ‘here is a king, he is the son of someone, he did something’, then you can understand more
easily’ (CHN11). In other words, these Chinese-speaking visitors demonstrated a process of building up a ‘conceptual framework’ (Ham, 1994, p. 164), by identifying the key people in the historical
events, and continually checking each new piece of information against that to consolidate this framework. In this way, they demonstrate the strategy of what Falk and Dierking (2018, p. 22) referred
to as accommodation, that is reﬁning their schematic structure in order to adapt to the new
experience.
Evidence of multi-channel learning was also reported in the English-speaking visitors’
answers, for example: ‘[The audio guide] is like one method of learning. There are visual
cues, whereas here’s also an audio cue. So, you picked up stuﬀ from visual, picked up stuﬀ
from reading, and you got a third thing from the audio’ (ENG03). By comparison, the Chinese-speaking interviewees did not report as much reading and listening at the same time,
which understandably is related to their English abilities. However, their answers indicated
other multisensory experiences. Three participants mentioned the background music (which
is the same in all language versions) in the audio guide, for example, ‘the music created an
atmosphere of history’ (CHN14). When asked about their favourite stop (Q9), one mentioned
the smell: ‘What I remembered most from the audio guide is the prison, because immediately
after you entered the prison, there is a huge shock to all of your senses, including the smell of
dampness’ (CHN12). Such responses suggest that Chinese-speaking visitors actively drew from
diﬀerent semiotic resources to construct their multisensory experiences, which may not have
been noticed by English-speaking visitors who were busy engaging in diﬀerent modes of verbal
interpretation.
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For Q4, the majority of visitors praised the three layers of information provided by the audio
guide. In the ﬁrst layer, the visitor pressed the number according to the sign they saw on the
site. They then had the choice to listen to two further layers of information.
In the English group, eight thought the amount was right, seven thought it was too much, and
ﬁve thought it was too little. The answers again reﬂected the interference from the written interpretation, that is, people who thought the information was too much saw the audio guide as an addition
to the written interpretation. One interviewee said: ‘I want to listen to everything, and I want to read
everything, but I can’t’ (ENG10).
Among the Chinese group, six thought the amount was right, three thought it was too much,
and ten thought it was too little. Compared with the English-speaking visitors, therefore, more
Chinese visitors considered the information insuﬃcient. This may be because they knew less
about the Castle, but also because in some parts of the Castle, particularly the displays inside
the buildings, interpretation is only available in English. One Chinese visitor said: ‘There is
enough information about the external environment, but not enough about the internal display’
(CHN10).
Another theme featured in answers to this question is that perceptions of the amount of information are inﬂuenced by the physical setting. One English speaker who considered the information
too much said, ‘I looked at the buildings, what is this and what is that, and I was ready to move on,
but the audio guide was still playing’ (ENG05). One Chinese speaker (CHN04) also commented that
at diﬀerent stops she felt diﬀerently – for example, at the entry gate she couldn’t stay for too long, so
the audio guide was too long; but inside the prisons she would like to have listened to more.
Further data from the mobile tracking suggests that while both groups listened to a similar number of tracks, the Chinese-speaking visitors listened to much more tracks in the second layer (average 6.1 tracks) and third layer (average 2.8 tracks). By comparison, the majority of tracks the
English-speaking visitors listened to were ﬁrst-layer information. That means they walked around
the Castle, saw the signs and played the number, but rarely listened for more information from the
second layer (average 3.5 tracks) or third layer (average 2 tracks). Among the third-layer tracks listened to by the English-speaking visitors, one was related to wars of independence, two were related
to the Prisons of War exhibit, and two were related to the Honours of Scotland. The last two stops
were popular attractions, but the physical setting may also play a role. The Honours of Scotland
often had a long queue, and several visitors indeed commented on listening to the audio guide
while waiting to get in. The Prisons of War is a large indoor space, so it allowed enough time
for the visitors to play extra tracks. These ﬁndings provide an excellent example of what we discussed earlier about how people act in response to the physical settings they are in (Ham, 2013,
p. 7).
The tracks relating to the wars of independence appeared in several English-speaking visitors’
responses because they did not know about their connection with the Castle before the visit.
This again conﬁrmed Falk and Dierking’s (2018, p. 122) comment about how environments that
provide a sense of unknown are desired by visitors. Exotic is indeed a theme that comes up in
the English-speaking visitors’ responses. Many shared the view that while they do not think English
speakers need to hire an audio guide, they recommend it to foreign visitors. One English-speaking
participant commented: ‘Like when I went to Alhambra in Granada, I used the audio guide in the
ﬁrst visit, and that’s amazing. I learned about the whole history’ (ENG01). This may suggest that
when visitors visit a heritage site in a foreign country, as is the case with the Chinese-speaking visitors to Edinburgh Castle, they are more motivated to learn about its history and culture.
Q7 about the narrators’ voices was designed to test whether the shifts in the interpersonal dimension in the linguistic choices may have had an impact on the visitors, but no clear pattern was
observed in either group. Both groups gave mixed answers, and the answers suggested that visitors’
perceptions of the formality of an audio guide can be aﬀected by a range of factors. For example,
several visitors considered the audio guide formal because the subject area is history and military.
Some felt the guide was informal because of the background music. The ﬁndings suggested that
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changes in personal pronouns as a linguistic device do not seem to have as much impact on visitors’
perception of interaction with the audio guide as other semiotic resources.
The ﬁnal set of questions encouraged the visitors to describe their interaction with the audio
guide, and recurrent themes included learning strategies (assimilation and accommodation), interaction with multimodal semiotics (e.g. music, visuals, and smell), and the dependence of the audio
guide on the physical context (in terms of adequate amounts of information).

Conclusion and recommendations
The detailed comparison suggests that although both groups were highly satisﬁed with the audio
guide, the strategies they used to construct their visiting experiences were diﬀerent. While personal
context emerged as a theme from visitors’ responses to Q1 and Q2, the themes that emerged from
other questions were predominantly related to the physical context. Three obvious diﬀerences were
observed between the two groups, and appropriate recommendations are made in response to each.
First, access to both written and oral interpretation seem to aﬀect how the English-speaking visitors evaluated and interacted with the audio guide. When the contents of both modes repeat to a
certain degree, they compete for visitors’ attention and discourage the visitors’ engagement with
the audio guide, and some even considered it unnecessary, whereas not being able to access verbal
information in other modes seemed to prompt Chinese visitors to engage with other semiotic
resources such as music and smell, and evaluate the audio guide more positively.
Our suggestion is that for the English-speaking visitors, verbal interpretation in diﬀerent modes
should complement each other, rather than repeat each other, meaning there is added value for visitors in hiring an English audio guide. For both groups, but particularly for the international visitors,
a multisensory approach can eﬀectively enhance their visiting experiences. Possible strategies may
include using music to loosen the dense linguistic information, and pointing the visitors toward
their visual target more often, where objects on the walls and ceilings and even tactile experiences
and smells can play a role.
Second, the physical setting determined what they listened to, perhaps more than their personal
interest, as observed in Falk and Dierking (2018, p. 52) and Ham (2013, p. 11). The ﬁnding suggests
that the amount of information as perceived by visitors is not so much dependent on their prior
knowledge, but on the size of an attraction stop, or the distance involved in moving from one
stop to the next. Visitors tend to listen to extra information when the audio guide stop covers a
bigger area and requires a longer waiting time. This ﬁnding suggests that a deﬁned route that deliberately provides enough time for visitors to listen to the tracks in their entirety would be useful. It
would also help reduce problems with orientation, queueing, and crowding.
Third, orientation was a challenge to both groups. As Falk and Dierking’s (2018) study highlights, visitors instinctively try ‘to make sense of the environment, to ﬁnd patterns, and to make
order out of chaos’ (p. 59), and this aspect of spatial learning has an important impact on visitors’
experiences. Although the Chinese-speaking visitors had a less clear picture of the site and the historical timeline, they demonstrated cognitive strategies of accommodation and their experiences
were not more negatively impacted than those of the English-speaking visitors. Therefore, our
ﬁndings seem to point towards a new direction for further research in foreign language provision
at heritage sites. It is true that for international visitors it is important to contextualise the content
and provide background information and a historical frame of reference prior to interpreting the
site, but this may not mean that the audio guide must be rewritten to ﬁll in all the cultural gaps
for international visitors. This view is supported by Ham (2013, p. 7) when he asserts that good
interpretation should provoke visitors to think and act rather than having meanings ‘somehow
‘being’ put there by the fact-bearing interpreter.’
Finally, we recognise that the generalisability of these results is subject to certain limitations. For
instance, the small number of participants in the two language groups only oﬀers us a glimpse of
visitor activity at Edinburgh Castle. Additionally, as the participants were briefed that a post-
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visit interview would be conducted, some may have been primed to listen to the tracks more carefully than they would have during a normal visit. Therefore, to state our ﬁndings with more conﬁdence, future studies based on a carefully designed comparative experiment with a larger number of
participants will be needed to fully explore how much the physical setting and multi-sensory experiences can help ﬁll in the cultural gap.
In spite of its limitations, the study certainly points towards a new direction for foreign language
provision in heritage management. This study suggests that translation from a very well-prepared
source text with multi-layered information, even without cultural adaptations, if interacting with a
set of well-designed semiotic resources on site and in a physical setting with clear orientation, has
the potential to lead to interpretation that is relevant and enjoyable to visitors from all cultural
backgrounds.
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